
Defect Repair Report as of 8/8/11

Description Version Fixed

 Version 23.08

User Interface

In EFI Pace, when you use the Print Preview function, the system now displays text field line
breaks correctly.

19

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, when you duplicate a previously duplicated job, the system no
longer produces a "duplicate contacts" error message.

21

In the Job Control Center module, for finished goods job types, EFI Pace now retains the value in
the "Line Item Price Option" field when you restart the system.

22

In the Job Control Center module, the Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now displays the
Finishing section only if you check the box in the "Display Finishing Records" field.

34

In the Job Control Center module, the system no longer produces an Unfortunate Occurrence
message if you enable the "Duplicate Contacts" feature for all contacts on a job.

51

In the Job Control Center module, the system now correctly duplicates job parts to new jobs
without displaying an error.

51

Job Costing

In the Job Costing module, when you relieve WIP, the system now uses the cutoff date from the
Relieve WIP process as the Date Expensed value for the job cost record, instead of the current
date.

23

Bank Rec

In the Bank Reconciliation module, when you reconcile an account using Firefox v4, the system
now displays scroll bars for the Payment and Deposit sections of the page.

13

Accounts Receivable

In the Accounts Receivable module, when you add a new payment, the system no longer includes
a line for any receivable currently applied as a deposit on an un-posted invoice.

29

In the Accounts Receivable module, when you reverse an invoice, the system reverses the freight
extras only once.

30

In the Accounts Receivable module, the system now calculates the WIP balance on the Customer
record correctly, based on the job part value (Quoted Price/Bill UOM) of all parts.

35

In the Accounts Receivable module, the system now correctly displays the Customer Statement
report (statement.rpt) when you set up reports to use Crystal Clear 10.

44

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Sales Tax report (sales-tax-report.rpt) can now
accommodate eight characters in the "Cust Code" field.

5

In the Accounts Receivable module, the Statement report (statement-includes-job-description.rpt)
now correctly displays the grid lines when you run the report that includes the job description.

57
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Estimating

In the Estimating module, you can now delete prepress items not linked to an estimate or included
in a prepress workflow.

15

In the Estimating module, when you calculate an estimate using wide format presses, the system
now correctly determines the "Num Across" and "Run Width" field values when you use different
grain settings.

16

In the Estimating module, the system no longer displays an error when you change a job product
type that uses a default ink and belongs to a composite product.

19

In the Estimating module, the primary press run spoilage now properly handles roll change length
as a size and divides by the size denominator when you use it for all press speed methods.

22

In the Estimating module, when you calculate an estimate using a web press, the system now
correctly evaluates all valid press candidates.

7

In the Estimating module, when you view the Estimate Detail report (estimate-detail.rpt), the
system displays all content within the proper print area.

87

Accounts Payable

In the Accounts Payable module, when you view lists of bill payments, the system displays the
new field set, "Voided Payments," which enables you to view voided payments for the current list.

22

In the Accounts Payable module, the Print Supplemental Form report
(instant-supplemental-check-stub.rpt) now prints only information for checks that have more stub
lines than defined in the Accounts Payable Setup.

24

Data Collection

In the Data Collection module, when you pull a planned material and click [Add Via Duplicate], the
system no longer displays an error.

8

Job Billing

In the Job Billing module, when you add invoices for customers with invoice messages defined,
the system now displays the messages.

18

In the Job Billing module, when you reverse sales tax on a posted invoice, the system now
correctly calculates the value added on the reversal based on the reversal invoice. In addition, the
system does not reverse WIP costs when you reverse sales tax on an invoice.

22

In the Job Billing module, the Job Billing Worksheet (jobbilling-job-worksheet.rpt) now displays
projected profit and percentage as well as actual profit and percentage, depending on whether
you billed the job.

49

In the Job Billing module, the system now correctly generates receivables from posted invoices
(invoice.rpt) if the batch transaction times out.

50

In the Job Billing module, the system now displays the exact invoice amount on the Post Invoice
Batch Transaction page.

7
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Single Object Import

In the Single Object Import module, the SOI no longer fails when you use locales other than
English.

32

Payroll

In the Payroll module, on the Quarterly State Unemployment report (payroll-quarterly-state.rpt),
the system now wraps employees' Social Security Numbers to the next line if necessary, instead
of truncating the values.

10

In the Payroll module, the system now correctly displays the QTD earnings less Section 125
deductions for the quarter determined on the State Unemployment Quarterly report
(payroll-quarterly-state.rpt).

28

In the Payroll module, EFI Pace correctly sorts checks if the check numbers within a department
increment from 9*** to 10*** series check numbers.

7

In the Payroll module, the Quarterly Federal Unemployment report (payroll-quarterly-federal.rpt)
no longer truncates Social Security numbers.

8

Customization Toolkit

In the Customization Toolkit, when you set field defaults, the XPath Expression Editor now
changes the base object based on the value you select in the "Fill" field. For "On Create" defaults,
the system uses the parent object as the base object. If you set the "Fill" field to "On Persist," the
system uses the current object as the base object. This enables the system to properly create and
validate expressions based on the objects that exist at the time of evaluation.

13

PC-iWay

In the PaceConnect-iWay module, the system now properly sets the "Quoted Price" field on the
job part from the iWay XML order@total or order/job@total, based on the "Bill Parts Together"
field in EFI Pace and not from the value calculated from the item template.

32

PC-Printable

In the PaceConnect-Printable module, the system forces the quoted price from the Printable
application instead of overriding it via item template calculations.

22

DSF - Customer Hosted

In the DigitalStoreFront integration, the system no longer modifies the payment method on a job in
EFI Pace when you modify the status or shipping information in the DSF order.

11

C6/9/11:user/public/jobcontrol/releasenotes.rpt
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